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Today: Parallelism with OpenMP

• So far

• Focus on C++ concepts for software development of small and large codes

• C++ for serial codes (running on a single processor/process/thread)

• Today

• Introduction to parallel programming

• Focus on shared memory thread-based parallelism with OpenMP

• Why would you care?

• Processors (CPU) are not getting “faster” anymore but they are being multiplied

• Even most of your cell phones have multi-core CPUs

• To take advantage of the power of recent CPUs, you need parallel programming

• And: parallelizing loops over particles or grid points with OpenMP is very easy
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Parallel Computing

• Serial Computing:

• Problem split into series of 
instructions

• Executed sequentially, one 
at a time

• Parallel Computing

• Split problem into sub-
problems that can be 
solved concurrently

• Solve each subproblem 
serially (as above) on a 
separate processor

• Some control/coordination 
mechanism needed

src: https://computing.llnl.gov/tutorials/parallel_comp/
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Massively Parallel Computing
IBM Blue Gene P supercomputer (at Argonne National Laboratory)

picture source: Wikipedia

Components of a BIG computer (roughly)
• Processors (CPUs)   <= note that those already contain multiple cores

• Compute Node: collection of CPUs with a shared memory   <= OpenMP well suited
• nodes may also have “accelerators” like graphical processing units (GPU)

• Cluster: collection of nodes connected with a (very fast) network
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Why parallel computing?

• Moore’s law (1965)

• observation: number of transistors that can be placed inexpensively on an 
integrated circuit doubles approximately every two years

• still ongoing...BUT: increase comes by having more and more cores per CPU

• Before (roughly) 2002:

• more performance for free, 
clock rates increased,
cores got faster

• Now:

• need to use parallel computing

• observed gap between attained
performance and possible one

• Wirth’s law (1995)

• “software is getting slower more rapidly than hardware becomes faster”

picture source: Wikipedia
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Computer layout (in a nutshell)

• CPU

• does the computations

• contains multiple cores (usually)

• each core works mostly independently,
copy of a single core with global coordination

• contains several levels of caches to 
speed up reading/writing to memory
(very relevant for high performance computing, not covered here)

• Memory

• stores data for computations

• shared among the cores of the CPU (or multiple CPUs in a compute node)

• Network: connect compute nodes and connect to outer world

• Input/Output: displays, hard-drives, etc

Intel Core i7 CPU

picture source: legitreviews
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Performance

• Our focus for scientific computing:

• reduce time to solution

• “number crunching” is heaviest part => floating point operations (flop)

• CPUs

• in each cycle (dt = 1/clockrate) each core can process low-level operations

• cores can do work in parallel (mostly handled by compiler and CPU itself)
(e.g. 16 flops in 1 cycle via “vectorization”) (not covered here)

• CPU vs Memory

• slow bandwidth (bytes/sec) with respect to the compute power of CPU (flops/sec)

• What can user do to increase performance on a single CPU?

• Take advantage of parallel processing within CPU

• Reduce use of memory by using caches efficiently (not covered here)
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Parallel Computing
• Goal: Split problem into sub-problems 

to be solved concurrently

• Natural choice of split (and very useful): 
split a large loop into smaller loops

• Example: initialize a vector with subsequent 
numbers (v[i] = i)

#include <iostream>
#include <vector>
using namespace std;

int main() {
  // init
  const int N = 100;
  vector<double> v(N);
  
  // serial code
  for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) {
    v[i] = i;
  }
  
  return 0;
}

Parallel code (4 cores):
- core 1 processes i ∈ [0,24]
- core 2 processes i ∈ [25,49]
- core 3 processes i ∈ [50,74]
- core 4 processes i ∈ [75,99]

Generally:
- not important how we split up data
=> loop can be split into chunks of data
=> each core processes some of the chunks

Requirement:
Independent operation for each “i”

Serial code:
- core 1 processes i ∈ [0,99]

src: https://computing.llnl.gov/tutorials/parallel_comp/
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Concurrency

• What kind of operations can be done concurrently?

• concurrent operations are executed in parallel (or even simultaneously)

• result of the operation needs to be the same as the serial execution
(result must not depend on order of execution)

Can we split the loop?

Multiply vector by a scalar
#include <iostream>
#include <vector>
using namespace std;

int main() {
  // init
  const int N = 100;
  vector<double> v(N);
  for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) {
    v[i] = i;
  }
  
  // serial code
  double c = 2.5;
  for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) {
    v[i] = c*v[i];
  }
  
  return 0;
}

#include <iostream>
#include <vector>
using namespace std;

int main() {
  // Fibonacci numbers
  vector<double> v(N);
  v[0] = 1; v[1] = 1;
  for (int i = 2; i < N; ++i) {
    v[i] = v[i-1] + v[i-2];
  }
  
  return 0;
}

Generate Fibonacci numbers:

Can we split the loop?
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Concurrency - Dependencies

• Data dependencies in loops (as in examples in last slide)

• danger when at one loop-index “i”, we read a value and at another (!) loop-index “i”, 
we write that same (!) value

• ok if several loop-indices read the same value

• one can rewrite some loops to work around this issue (e.g. introduce extra vectors)

• Examples:
for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) v[i] = c*v[i];

OK: read and write of v[j] at same loop-index i = j
for (int i = 2; i < N; ++i) v[i] = v[i-1] + v[i-2];

NOT OK: reading v[j] at i = j+2 and i = j+1 and write it at i = j
=> fully sequential code, not parallelizable
for (int i = 2; i < N; ++i) v[i] = v2[i-1] + v2[i-2];

OK: v2 and v are independent, ok for many i to read same value
for (int i = 0; i < N/2; ++i) v[i] = v[i] + v[i+N/2];

OK: we never write v[i+N/2] within the given loop range
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Concurrency - Removing dependencies

• Data dependencies in loops (as in examples in last slide)

• danger when at one loop-index “i”, we read a value and at another (!) loop-index “i”, 
we write that same (!) value

• ok if several loop-indices read the same value

• one can rewrite some loops to work around this issue (e.g. introduce extra vectors)

• Examples:
for (int i = 0; i < N-1; ++i) {
  double x = (v[i] + v2[i])/2;
  v[i] = v[i+1] + x;
}

NOT OK: reading v[j] at i = j-1 
and write it at i = j

BUT: v[i] depends on old (!)
value of v[i+1]
(not like Fibonacci)

vector<double> vt(N-1);
for (int i = 0; i < N-1; ++i) {
  vt[i] = v[i+1];
}
for (int i = 0; i < N-1; ++i) {
  double x = (v[i] + v2[i])/2;
  v[i] = vt[i] + x;
}

solution

both loops can run in parallel!
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Concurrency - Removing dependencies

• Data dependencies in loops (as in examples in last slide)

• danger when at one loop-index “i”, we read a value and at another (!) loop-index “i”, 
we write that same (!) value

• ok if several loop-indices read the same value

• one can rewrite some loops to work around this issue (e.g. introduce extra vectors)

• Examples:
for (int i = 1; i < N; ++i) {
  v2[i] = v2[i] + v[i-1];
  v[i] = 2*v[i];
}

NOT OK: reading v[j] at i = j+1 
and write it at i = j

v2[i] needs new value of v[i-1] 
BUT it has no effect on v[i]

v2[1] = v2[1] + v[0];
for (int i = 1; i < N-1; ++i) {
  v[i] = 2*v[i];
  v2[i+1] = v2[i+1] + v[i];
}
v[N-1] = 2*v[N-1];

solution

loop can run in parallel!

Alternative is to use 2 loops:
compute v first and then v2
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Race Conditions

• Consider summing up numbers in a vector:

• order of summing up numbers is irrelevant to result

• so far with all problematic examples, the dependencies were related to whether we 
could run the loop at any arbitrary order

• but we do read and write the same value at different loop-indices “i”

• So can we run loop in parallel? No, we get a “race condition”

• CPUs don’t work do math on the memory (not even on the cache)

• operation “sum += v[i]” is split into 3 steps:

• read “sum” and “v[i]”

• compute “sum + v[i]”

• write back to “sum”

• Threads 1 and 2 could (!) be doing this at almost the same time, read the same (!) 
“sum” and write their resulting “sum” => will ignore one of the two
(WARNING: such errors are hard to detect as they are not exactly reproducible!)

double sum = 0.0;
for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) {
  sum += v[i];
}
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Solving Race Conditions

• Two kinds of common race conditions in scientific computing:

• Reduction operations like the sum example: given many numbers, reduce them to 1

• Within a large parallel computation we may need to occasionally change a variable 
shared by all threads

• Two common solutions:

• mutual exclusion (mutex): within multi-threaded programs we can define parts of 
code where we do not allow any concurrency (so other threads have to wait)

• atomic operations: low-level alternative for small operations like “sum += v[i]”
=> operation is not split into 3 subparts and executed as 1

• Mutexes are usually expensive and also atomics are not for free

• Reduction usually performed by doing a local reduction of a sub-
set of the data in each thread and then combine the local results 
at the end with atomic operations (or mutexes)
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Some terminology

• Parallelism in Hardware:

• multiple cores: full copy of a single core

• hyper-threading: virtual split of a core (not a full copy, won’t improve flops/sec)

• Parallelism in Software:

• Process: executed program (has it’s own memory space etc), can contain multiple 
threads, can run in parallel, can communicate with other processes (not covered)

• Thread: can run in parallel and all threads of the same process share the memory

• Limitations:

• can have as many processes and threads as the operating system can handle 
(which is a lot) but only some of them can work in parallel (limited by cores or hyper-
threads where available)

• speed up in compute-heavy applications (flops relevant) only up to N threads where 
N is the number of cores
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OpenMP

• OpenMP deals with the creation and control of (light-weight) 
threads within a process

• supported out-of-the-box by most C++ compilers (e.g. GNU gcc and Intel icc)

• Concept: fork-join parallelism

• Process runs with a single master-thread which can fork into multiple threads 
running in parallel and join the threads again

picture source: Wikipedia

sequential 
execution

parallel 
execution
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OpenMP - Hello World

• OpenMP extends C++ in two ways

• compiler directives “#pragma omp ...” (silently ignored if not supported)

• runtime library (“#include <omp.h>”) and environment parameters

• Compilation with extra flag

• GNU compiler: “-fopenmp”, Intel compilers: “-openmp”

• not supported on clang-compiler (current default in Xcode for Mac OS X)
=> get a GNU compiler via Homebrew or Macports (see e-mail April 16)

• By default as many threads as possible used

• limited by CPU cores and hyper-threading (my laptop: 2 cores with 2 hyper-threads each)

#include <iostream>
using namespace std;

int main() {
#pragma omp parallel
  cout << "HALLO\n";
  
  return 0;
}

...$ g++ test.cpp 

...$ ./a.out 
HALLO

Compile without OpenMP
...$ g++ -fopenmp test.cpp 
...$ ./a.out 
HALLO
HALLO
HALLO
HALLO

Compile with OpenMP
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OpenMP - Environment Variables

• Environment variables

• set variable VAR in Terminal with “export VAR=...” (if shell sh, bash or ksh used, 
which is the default in most Linux (check with “echo $SHELL”))

• you can set the number of threads by setting the variable “OMP_NUM_THREADS” 
to the desired integer number of threads

• the variable is read by the OpenMP machinery at runtime
=> no need to recompile the code!

#include <iostream>
using namespace std;

int main() {
#pragma omp parallel
  cout << "HALLO\n";
  
  return 0;
}

...$ g++ -fopenmp test.cpp 

...$ ./a.out 
HALLO
HALLO
HALLO
HALLO

Compile/run with OpenMP
...$ export OMP_NUM_THREADS=2
...$ ./a.out 
HALLO
HALLO

Rerun with 2 threads
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OpenMP - Runtime Library

• “#include <omp.h>” is not silently 
ignored when not supported

• use “#ifdef _OPENMP” to ignore parts that 
require the runtime library 

• omp_get_num_threads()

• get the number of threads N

• can be set with omp_set_num_threads(int)

• omp_get_thread_num()

• gets an integer identifier in [0,N-1] for thread

#include <iostream>

#ifdef _OPENMP
#include <omp.h>
#endif

using namespace std;

int main() {
  
#pragma omp parallel
  {
    cout << "HALLO";
#ifdef _OPENMP
    cout << " ("
      << omp_get_thread_num() << "/"
      << omp_get_num_threads() << ")";
#endif
    cout << endl;
  }
  
  return 0;
}

What output do you expect?
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OpenMP - Compiler Directives
• Compiler directives “#pragma omp ...” apply to the 

line (i.e. ...;) or block of code (i.e. {...}) that 
follows the pragma(s)

• #pragma omp parallel
• starts a parallel region => forks N threads and joins them at the 

end of the region

• #pragma omp critical
• starts a mutually exclusive region within a parallel region

• fast alternative for atomic operations: #pragma omp atomic
(must be followed by a single “x <op>= expression;” line
 with <op> ∈ {+,*,-,/,&,^,|,<<,>>})

• #pragma omp for
• must be followed by a for-loop

• splits the loop among the threads within a parallel region

• “#pragma omp parallel for” as a shorthand to start a parallel 
region with a for-loop

#pragma omp parallel
cout << "HALLO\n";

= parallel region

#pragma omp parallel
{
  cout << "HALLO";
  cout << endl;
}

#pragma omp parallel
#pragma omp for
for (int i = 0; i < 12; ++i) {
  cout << "HALLO "
    << i << endl;
}

#pragma omp parallel for
for (int i = 0; i < 12; ++i) {
  cout << "HALLO "
    << i << endl;
}

or equivalently:

Problem: couts get 
interleaved!
=> define mutex:
#pragma omp parallel for
for (int i = 0; i < 12; ++i) {
#pragma omp critical
  cout << "HALLO "
    << i << endl;
}
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OpenMP - Parallel loops

• For scientific computing, “parallel for” is probably the most 
common use case of OpenMP

• Example:
Multiply vector by a scalar

both loops can be done in parallel

#include <iostream>
#include <vector>
using namespace std;

int main() {
  // init
  const int N = 1000000;
  vector<double> v(N);
#pragma omp parallel for
  for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) {
    v[i] = i;
  }
  
  // do math multiple times
  double c = 2.5;
  for (int it = 0; it < 1000; ++it) {
#pragma omp parallel for
    for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) {
      v[i] = c*v[i];
    }
  }
  
  return 0;
}

#include <iostream>
#include <vector>
using namespace std;

int main() {
  // init
  const int N = 1000000;
  vector<double> v(N);
  for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) {
    v[i] = i;
  }
  
  // do math multiple times
  double c = 2.5;
  for (int it = 0; it < 1000; ++it) {
    for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) {
      v[i] = c*v[i];
    }
  }
  
  return 0;
}

see parallelfor.cpp

Run with varying 
numbers of N 
threads.

Expect N times 
less runtime?
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Amdahl’s law

• Code with OpenMP is not fully parallel

• Serial part of code has an effect on speed up S = T1 / TN, where Ti 
is the runtime when run on i cores

• Assume that a percentage P can be run in parallel and (1-P) is run serially

• speed up on N cores is then S = 1/(1-P + P/N) (Amdahl’s law)

• best-case P = 1: S = N

• maximal possible speed up (N = ∞) given by: S = 1/(1-P)

pictures source: Wikipedia

OpenMP
fork-join model
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Variable scope

• Scope of variable defines lifetime of that variable (or object)

• In OpenMP scope is used to define shared and private variables

• shared variables: every thread can access them

• private variables: each thread has its own copy

• default: all variables declared in serial region are shared, all variables declared in 
parallel region are private (this is usually what you need, but you can override it)

#include <iostream>
#include <vector>
using namespace std;

int main() {
  // init
  const int N = 100;
  vector<double> v(N,1);
  double c = 2.5;
  
  // serial code
  for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) {
    double c3 = c*c*c;
    v[i] = c3*v[i];
  }
  
  return 0;
}

Scope of N,v,c Scope of i,c3

#include <iostream>
#include <vector>
using namespace std;

int main() {
  // init
  const int N = 100;
  vector<double> v(N,1);
  double c = 2.5;
  
  // parallel code
#pragma omp parallel for
  for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) {
    double c3 = c*c*c;
    v[i] = c3*v[i];
  }
  
  return 0;
}

Shared variables: N,v,c

Private variables: i,c3
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Parallel sum

• Perform reduction operation in parallel

• example: sum up numbers in a vector

#include <iostream>
#include <vector>
using namespace std;

int main() {
  // init
  const int N = 1000000;
  vector<double> v(N);
  for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) { v[i] = i; }
  
  // sum them up
  double sum = 0;
  for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) {
    sum += v[i];
  }
  double err = sum - double(N-1)*N/2.0;
  cout << "Sum: " << sum
    << ", Error: " << err << endl;
  
  return 0;
}

#include <iostream>
#include <vector>
using namespace std;

int main() {
  // init
  const int N = 1000000;
  vector<double> v(N);
#pragma omp parallel for
  for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) { v[i] = i; }
  
  // sum them up
  double sum = 0;
#pragma omp parallel for
  for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) {
    sum += v[i];
  }
  double err = sum - double(N-1)*N/2.0;
  cout << "Sum: " << sum
    << ", Error: " << err << endl;
  
  return 0;
}

Will this work?
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Parallel sum

• Perform reduction operation in parallel

• example: sum up numbers in a vector

• problem: race condition for “sum” variable => use mutual exclusion?

#include <iostream>
#include <vector>
using namespace std;

int main() {
  // init
  const int N = 1000000;
  vector<double> v(N);
  for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) { v[i] = i; }
  
  // sum them up
  double sum = 0;
  for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) {
    sum += v[i];
  }
  double err = sum - double(N-1)*N/2.0;
  cout << "Sum: " << sum
    << ", Error: " << err << endl;
  
  return 0;
}

#include <iostream>
#include <vector>
using namespace std;

int main() {
  // init
  const int N = 1000000;
  vector<double> v(N);
#pragma omp parallel for
  for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) { v[i] = i; }
  
  // sum them up
  double sum = 0;
#pragma omp parallel for
  for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) {
#pragma omp critical
    sum += v[i];
  }
  double err = sum - double(N-1)*N/2.0;
  cout << "Sum: " << sum
    << ", Error: " << err << endl;
  
  return 0;
}

OK, but runtime ≈ 5s
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Parallel sum

• Perform reduction operation in parallel

• example: sum up numbers in a vector

• problem: race condition for “sum” variable => use atomic operation?

#include <iostream>
#include <vector>
using namespace std;

int main() {
  // init
  const int N = 1000000;
  vector<double> v(N);
#pragma omp parallel for
  for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) { v[i] = i; }
  
  // sum them up
  double sum = 0;
#pragma omp parallel for
  for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) {
#pragma omp critical
    sum += v[i];
  }
  double err = sum - double(N-1)*N/2.0;
  cout << "Sum: " << sum
    << ", Error: " << err << endl;
  
  return 0;
}

runtime ≈ 5s
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#include <iostream>
#include <vector>
using namespace std;

int main() {
  // init
  const int N = 1000000;
  vector<double> v(N);
#pragma omp parallel for
  for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) { v[i] = i; }
  
  // sum them up
  double sum = 0;
#pragma omp parallel for
  for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) {
#pragma omp atomic
    sum += v[i];
  }
  double err = sum - double(N-1)*N/2.0;
  cout << "Sum: " << sum
    << ", Error: " << err << endl;
  
  return 0;
}

runtime ≈ 0.06s
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Parallel sum

• Perform reduction operation in parallel

• example: sum up numbers in a vector

• best way: do a sub-sum per thread and combine the sub-sums at the end (atomic)

#include <iostream>
#include <vector>
using namespace std;

int main() {
  // init
  const int N = 1000000;
  vector<double> v(N);
#pragma omp parallel for
  for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) { v[i] = i; }
  
  // sum them up
  double sum = 0;
#pragma omp parallel for
  for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) {
#pragma omp atomic
    sum += v[i];
  }
  double err = sum - double(N-1)*N/2.0;
  cout << "Sum: " << sum
    << ", Error: " << err << endl;
  
  return 0;
}

runtime ≈ 0.06s
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#include <iostream>
#include <vector>
using namespace std;

int main() {
  // init
  // ...
  // sum them up
  double sum = 0; // SHARED
#pragma omp parallel
  {
    double lsum = 0; // PRIVATE
#pragma omp for    
    for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) {
      lsum += v[i];
    }
#pragma omp atomic
    sum += lsum;
  }
  double err = sum - double(N-1)*N/2.0;
  cout << "Sum: " << sum
    << ", Error: " << err << endl;
  
  return 0;
}

runtime ≈ 0.02s
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Parallel sum

• Perform reduction operation in parallel

• common operation: add keyword “reduction” to “omp parallel for”

• syntax: reduction(<operator> : <variable-list>)
(with <operator> ∈ {+,*,-,/,&,^,|,&&,||})

• example: sum up numbers in a vector
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#include <iostream>
#include <vector>
using namespace std;

int main() {
  // init
  const int N = 1000000;
  vector<double> v(N);
#pragma omp parallel for
  for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) { v[i] = i; }
  
  // sum them up
  double sum = 0;
#pragma omp parallel for reduction(+:sum)
  for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) {
    sum += v[i];
  }
  double err = sum - double(N-1)*N/2.0;
  cout << "Sum: " << sum
    << ", Error: " << err << endl;
  
  return 0;
}

#include <iostream>
#include <vector>
using namespace std;

int main() {
  // init
  const int N = 1000000;
  vector<double> v(N);
  for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) { v[i] = i; }
  
  // sum them up
  double sum = 0;
  for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) {
    sum += v[i];
  }
  double err = sum - double(N-1)*N/2.0;
  cout << "Sum: " << sum
    << ", Error: " << err << endl;
  
  return 0;
}
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More on parallel computing

• OpenMP can do much more than what we showed here

• Tutorials from Blaise Barney (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory):

• OpenMP: https://computing.llnl.gov/tutorials/openMP (includes reference)

• Parallel Computing: https://computing.llnl.gov/tutorials/parallel_comp

• What we did not cover:

• Distributed Memory with MPI (communication between compute nodes)

• Vectorization (SSE,AVX,...) to compute multiple values in parallel on a single core

• GPU programming (computations on graphical processing units)

• Courses at ETH:

• High Performance Computing for Science and Engineering (HPCSE) I & II
(Prof. Koumoutsakos, Prof. Troyer)

• Engineering-Tool IV: Introduction to GPU Computing (Prof. Koumoutsakos)
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